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Mudumu National Park Elephant Survey 
D Joubert, H Naudé, 1 March 2018  

The Elephant Survey System (ESS) is an aerial image capturing and processing platform designed for 
estimating the size of an elephant population in a cost- and time effective manner. This system was 
used to conduct a survey of the Mudumu National Park in the Zambesi Region in Namibia during 
February of 2018.   

 

 

Figure 1. An enlarged section of one of the aerial images collected during the Mudumu Survey. 

A brief overview of the ESS is provided in Section 1. A summary of the technical work undertaken to 
improve and prepare the system for the survey is described in Section 2. An overview of the survey 
is given in Section 3 and a daily log of events is given in Section 4. An ad-hoc comparison between 
the ESS and a traditional human spotter based count was undertaken on the second day of the 
survey, of which the results is shown in Section 5. A conclusion is presented in Section 6. 
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1 Overview of the ESS 
The ESS collects visual images from aircraft-mounted cameras and identifies elephants within the 
images through processing by a deep neural network as well as verification by human operators. By 
statistically analysing the occurrence of elephants within the images, an estimate of the population 
is obtained.  
 
The aircaft used is the SkyReach BushCat Light Sports Aircraft (LSA) [1], shown in Figure 2. The 
BushCat is well suited for survey work in remote regions as it can use standard 95 octane petrol 
(which is easier to obtain than aircraft fuel) and can land and takeoff from short unpaved airstrips. 
 

 

Figure 2. SkyReach BushCat. 

An overview of the operation of the ESS is shown in Figure 3. Images are collected using the TriCap 
capture rig mounted within the BushCat (as seen in Figure 4), after which the data is copied onto a 
powerful computer for off-line processing. The data capture equipment consists of three Canon EOS 
6D Cameras, a laser altimeter and a Raspberry Pi computer. The Canon cameras are equipped with 
85 mm f/1.8 Canon lenses and have built-in GPS receivers. The laser altimeter provides accurate 
altitude measurements at low altitudes while the GPS altitude readings are sufficient for higher 
altitudes. The Raspberry Pi is used to manage and synchronise the data recorded from the sensors. 
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Figure 3. Flow diagram illustrating the operation of the ESS. 

During the off-line processing, a deep neural network processes the images and generates 
heatmaps. These heatmaps indicate the likely location of elephants within the images, an example 
of which is shown in Figure 5. The possible elephant locations are then extracted as detections which 
are presented to a human operator in the DetWeb browser-based application. The human operator 
steps through the images, confirming or rejecting the proposed elephant detections, while also 
checking images with confirmed detections for any additional elephants, as seen in Figure 6.  
 
The cameras capture images at a relatively high rate, which results in overlapping images covering 
the same region multiple times. Having the images overlap is advantageous, as complete ground 
cover is ensured and elephants can be verified across multiple images. However, as the same 
elephants are detected multiple times over several images, it is necessary to align the images and 
match the duplicate detections across these images to obtain a set of unique elephant sightings. 
Statistical analysis of the observed elephants and their distribution can then be used to produce an 
estimate of the elephant population within a park and error bounds for this estimate. 
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Figure 4. TriCap data capture rig mounted in a BushCat LSA. 

 

Figure 5. An example of a generated heatmap, overlaid onto a visual image, highlighting the likely 
locations of elephants within the image. Enlarged portions of these likely locations are also shown. 
Note the incorrect detection highlighted in red, which necessitates human verification. 
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Figure 6. Screen capture of DetWeb, used to verify the detections generated by the neural network. 

2 Technical Preparation 
As part of the preparation for the survey, several technical issues previously identified were 
addressed to improve the usability and performance of the ESS.  

2.1 Mobile Processing Computer 
Efficiently processing the images using deep neural networks to produce the likely location of 
elephants requires a powerful computer equipped with multiple high-end graphics processing unit 
(GPU) cards. Travelling with such a desktop computer has proven cumbersome and expensive, both 
with regards to the extra baggage fees payable when flying and the cost of the packing case required 
to transport it safely. Furthermore, the power supply in remote survey locations is often not stable 
or consistent, which necessitates the transport of an additional uninterruptable power source. 
 
Therefore, it was decided to procure the MSI GT83VR mobile computer, which has the required 
capabilities packaged into a format that is more easily transportable. Additionally, the battery and 
adapters of this computer filter the power from any questionable power source. Referring to the 
device as a laptop is a stretch, however it allows us to carry it onto a commercial aircraft as hand 
luggage.  
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Figure 7.The MSI GT83VR laptop, equipped with dual GeForce GTX 1080s. 

2.2 Transect Generator 
The Transect Generator is used to produce the flight path along which the pilot must fly while 
conducting a survey. The generator accepts as input the border of the region to be surveyed, a line 
perpendicular to the direction of the transects and any points which must be avoided during the 
survey in KML format. Based on these inputs and various configurable parameters, a transect set is 
produced, an example of which can be seen in Figure 8. 
 
The latest version of the Transect Generator is coded in Python as opposed to MATLAB. The program 
makes use of an external program GPSBabel [2] to convert the transect set to GPX format, which can 
be directly exported to a GPS device using Garmin Basecamp. 
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Figure 8. MudumuHigh2 transect set, as plotted by the Transect Generator in Google Earth. 

2.3 DetWeb Multiple User Performance 
During previous survey work, it was observed that DetWeb would intermittently produce errors 
when used by multiple users for an extended period. Furthermore, as the number of detections 
generated increased, the response time of DetWeb would become slower and slower.  
 
An investigation showed that these issues were related to the connection to the MySQL database, 
which is used to track all images and detections. By limiting the number of items returned by 
database queries, the response time was made more consistent, which prevented the increasing 
slowdown previously observed. 
 
To prevent the intermittent errors, a uWSGI webserver [3] is used instead of the default Flask 
webserver, where the former is far more capable of correctly handling multiple requests from client 
browsers. Furthermore, upon ending each request, the connection to the database is closed and 
flushed instead of recycled, which results in data being correctly updated for access by subsequent 
requests. 

2.4 Automated Registration 
The registration page in DetWeb has now been updated to automatically propose matches between 
existing detections and to suggest new detections where the computed transform between images 
indicates that a viable detection could exist. Currently, the matching is done using a simple distance-
based measure calculated from the transform. All proposed matches still need to be verified by a 
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human. Although this has been found to perform adequately for now, in future more sophisticated 
matching techniques can be implemented within the now established framework.  

2.5 TensorFlow Migration 
In previous iterations of the ESS, the deep neural network was based on the VGG19 [4] architecture 
and implemented in Caffe [5]. An alternative library, TensorFlow [6] , allows easy access to more 
modern network architectures, which could improve the performance of the network. During the 
process of migrating to TensorFlow, various technical issues were encountered which led to a 
fundamental change in how deep networks are applied to detect elephants.  
 
The VGG19 network used previously had been modified in two ways. Firstly, it was made to operate 
in a fully convolutional manner to increase the efficiency of processing large images [7]. Secondly, it 
was made to operate without padding, which is the addition of zeros to the edges of an image at the 
convolutional layers of the network to correct the size of the layer output. This was done so that the 
way in which the network would be used for inference would more closely match the way in which 
it was trained using small image snippets. The resultant network required a very large amount of 
GPU memory to operate and necessitated the piecewise processing of images, which made 
processing slow.  
 
The other architectures available in TensorFlow are smaller and more efficient than VGG. However, 
some of these architectures do not allow for padding to be removed. Therefore, the decision was 
made to adapt the training process to match the inference process and train on whole images 
instead of samples. Using this new technique, a MobileNet [8] network could be trained, which does 
not require subdivision of the input image, and is much faster and more accurate than the previously 
used network. 
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3 Survey Overview 
The survey of the Mudumu National Park was conducted from the 19th to the 23rd of February 2018. 
The survey team consisted of: 
 

Name Role 

Mr PV Scaturro Expedition leader and support pilot of the Cessna 182 (N69DR) 

Dr Ortwin Aschenborn Survey pilot of the BushCat (V5-UOP) 

Mr Eric Newton Logistics support and driver 

Mr Hannes Naudé Technical support 

Mr Deon Joubert Technical support 

 
Four days of data collection flights, or sorties, were flown using the BushCat equipped with the 
TriCap camera rig. The transects flown during each flight were configured so that the images 
recorded would cover approximately 40% of the park. The transects were orientated North to South 
to be perpendicular to the dominant wind direction observed in the region. The sorties were to be 
conducted at 4000 ft above ground level (AGL) to obtain a 10 cm GSD (Ground Sample Distance, or 
the spatial size of each image pixel) at which the deep network has been trained to recognise 
elephants.  
 
The Lianshulu airstrip was used as a base for the survey. After each sortie the data was copied from 
the rig and transferred to hard drives at the Lianshulu lodge, where the processing computer had 
been setup. The first and second days of flight were processed at the lodge to provide evidence that 
the system was working as intended. 
 
The cameras were set to shutter priority (Tv) mode, with a fixed shutter speed of 1/2500 and ISO of 
100. The cameras were also set to capture images in both CR2 and Large Fine JPG formats. Previously, 
images were only captured as CR2 files, as the conversion of CR2 to JPG by the off-line computer 
was faster than the deep network processing and could be done in parallel. Now that the new 
MobileNet network could process images in less than two seconds, the conversion became a 
significant bottleneck in the processing pipeline. Therefore, it was decided to have the cameras 
perform the conversion using their built-in optimised firmware.  
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4 Daily Log 
The following section provides a day-by-day description of the survey work carried out while in the 
Mudumu national park. 

4.1 Sunday, 18 February – Rig assembly and testing 
Messrs Joubert and Naudé joined the rest of the personnel on Sunday late afternoon, having driven 
from Kasane airport in a rented vehicle. A brief meeting was held in which the flights to be conducted 
were discussed. The TriCap rig, having been transported from Solitaire by Mr Newton, was 
assembled in the evening by Messrs Joubert and Naudé.  
 
During the assembly, two of the shock mounts were damaged. Spares had been brought along and 
were installed. The TriCap rig was tested and found to be working except for two issues: SMS 
transmission to a South African mobile number proved to be intermittent and quickly depleted the 
available airtime of the tablet. This was fixed by transmitting to a Namibian number instead. The 
second issue was the web interface to the rig failing to initialise, which was found to be caused by a 
altimeter cable that had become disconnected during transport. 

4.2 Monday, 19 February – Sortie 1 
The team, with the exception of Dr Aschenborn, went to install the TriCap camera rig into the 
BushCat at around 08h00. The cameras were focused at infinity and set to capture images every 2 
seconds. Dr Aschenborn joined the rest of the team after an appointment at the Ministry of 
Environment and Tourism (MET) office.  
 
After the rig had been installed, a short flight (flying the first leg of the MudumuHigh1 transect set) 
was conducted at the target altitude of 1180m AGL with take-off at 09h15. The aim of the flight was 
to check that everything on the system was working and to familiarise the pilot with the TriCap 
interface. Image capture was automatically started through the altitude switch. The images from the 
flight were reviewed and their focus found to be acceptable, although some intermittent distortion 
was observed which resembled motion blur, as can be seen in Figure 9. 
 

 

Figure 9. Enlarged image detail showing motion blur from the short test flight. 
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Lianshulu Lodge obtains its power from a generator which is only run from 07h00 to 14h00. For the 
rest of the day power is drawn from a bank of batteries. As it was uncertain whether the batteries 
could provide sufficient power for the GPU-based processing of the images, it was decided to 
proceed with the first sortie as soon as possible and not attempt a second flight for the day.  
 
Sortie 1 was started at 10h00. After the pilot had attained the target altitude, he reported an 
altimeter malfunction, which prevented the automatic switch from engaging. The pilot could 
manually start the acquisition without difficulty. Image capturing was started at around 10h10. The 
complete MudumuHigh1 transect set was flown. The aircraft only landed at 12h50, which was later 
than expected. The discrepancy between the estimated and actual flight time still needs to be 
investigated.  
 
The pilot reported receiving several camera trigger warnings through the tablet interface. This was 
believed to be due to the combined capturing of the JPG and CR2 formats. Although this was tested 
at the Innoventix office, the tests were not conducted with complex scenery, which results in larger 
image files and which could take longer to transfer to SD cards, which could lead to delays in image 
capturing. 
 
The rest of the day was spent processing the images as soon as possible. The images were processed 
in random order and within the first half hour of processing, many elephant instances were already 
identified. By the end of the day, about 500 instances of elephants had been found.  
 
In the end, the power batteries where sufficient and processing could be carried out throughout the 
whole day. However, as the drain on the batteries by the computer was significant and the lodge 
personnel were unwilling to run the generator for longer during the day, this placed a limitation on 
how much processing could be done. 

4.3 Tuesday, 20 February – Sortie 2 and 3 
After discussion with other Innoventix personnel, it was determined that the rig had been assembled 
slightly incorrectly, which could affect the motion dampening capability of the shock mount. The rig 
was reassembled to correct this. Furthermore, to avoid the trigger warnings of the previous day, it 
was decided to reduce the capture rate to one photo every 3 s. 
 
Following a suggestion by Mr Scaturro, it was decided that the next transect set, MudumuHigh2, 
would be conducted by both planes as a comparison exercise between the ESS and human counting. 
The BushCat would fly at the target 4000 ft AGL, while the Cessna would fly at a height where 
humans could easily observe wild life. All the personnel (except Dr Aschenborn) flew in the Cessna. 
The expectation had been that the Cessna would have to wait at the end of each transect for the 
BushCat to catch up as it is faster. The opposite turned out to be true, as the BushCat had to wait 
several times for the Cessna as the latter had to circle around several elephant herds to allow the 
spotters to accurately count the elephants. 
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Image capturing on Sortie2 was automatically started at 09h42. At 10h23 Dr Aschenborn reported 
that cloud obscuration was getting excessive, and the decision was made to drop down to 2000 ft 
AGL (resulting in 600 m swath widths), while stopping the current recording session and starting a 
new session (Sortie 3). The rest of the transect set was conducted in this configuration. Both the 
aircraft reported to have flown through rain. The impact of this on the images is to be determined. 
No trigger warnings were reported by Dr Aschenborn. Sortie 3 was ended at 12h13.  
 

 

Figure 10. Example of cloud obscured images from Sortie 2. Note the Cessna 182 in the right image. 

The human spotters found several elephant herds, with only one of these being too large to reliably 
count individuals. For this very large herd, estimates varied between 50 and 100.  
 

 

Figure 11. Example of a herd spotted by the human spotters. Image taken using cell phone camera. 

 
After landing, the data was downloaded, and the crew returned to the lodge. Mr Naudé and Dr 
Aschenborn analysed the latter’s research data, while Mr Joubert processed the data from Sortie 3. 
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4.4 Wednesday, 21 February – Sortie 4 
A sortie was attempted in the morning but was abandoned when the cloud cover was found to start 
at around 1500 ft AGL, which is too low and would have prevented useful image capture. Mr Scaturro 
returned to Solitaire, while Mr Joubert assisted Dr Aschenborn in his research by exporting points of 
interests from Excel spreadsheets into Garmin Basecamp to create a flight plan. 
 

 

Figure 12. Low lying clouds were a constant hindrance throughout the survey, more so than rain. 

 
In the afternoon, the remaining crew return to the airstrip with the aim of flying to the points of 
interest. The capture rate of the rig is set to 2.5 seconds to obtain more overlap at the lower altitude 
that the pilot is expected to fly at. Take-off is at around 13h00.  
 
However, after having only inspected the first few points, Dr Aschenborn determined that the cloud 
base had lifted high enough to allow for a 2000 ft AGL survey to be carried out and started to fly the 
MudumuHigh3 transect set at 13h48. A few of the transects had to be shortened as the pilot avoided 
a thundercloud. The pilot noticed several trigger warnings during the flight and finally noticed that 
the system stopped capturing images during the last two or three transects. The survey was 
terminated at this point. 
 
During the flight, Messrs Newton, Naudé and Joubert attempted to drive to a point of interest 
spotted on the previous day. However, the vehicle became stuck in the mud. Dr Aschenborn was 
radioed and, after collecting the necessary tools at the lodge, recovered the stuck personnel. The 
crew returned to the lodge at 19h00 without incident. 
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Figure 13. A very mud-stuck land cruiser. 

4.5 Thursday, 22 February – Sortie 5 
As the previous day’s sortie was abandoned before the last couple of transects could be flown, it 
was decided to fly the same transect set, MudumuHigh3, but in reverse. The camera was set to 
capture images only in CR2 format every 2.5 seconds to prevent any trigger errors from interfering 
with the operation of the system. 
 
Dr Aschenborn took off around 09h05 and image capturing was automatically started at 09h16. The 
cloud base was initially quite high, and the pilot could maintain the target 4000 ft AGL. However, 
some low-lying clouds were encountered later in the flight, which the pilot attempted to avoid by 
deviating from the prescribed flight path in both the lateral and vertical directions. Processing 
images captured at such varying altitudes in a sensible manner will provide a new challenge and 
remains to be attempted.  
 
No trigger warnings were reported by the pilot. The sortie was completed at 11h49 without incident. 
After landing, Messrs Joubert and Naudé disassembled the rig for transport back to South Africa. 
They travelled back to Kasane to further process the data and start documenting the survey.   
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5 Results 
Sorties 2 and 3 were conducted on the 20th of February and form part of a comparison with human 
spotters. The statistics for each sortie is given in . 
 

 Altitude 
(AGL) (ft) 

Swath 
width (m) 

Duration Images Elephant 
images 

Elephants  Root 
Elephants 

Sortie 2 4000 1200 0:41 1267 10 53 14 

Sortie 3 2000 600 1:51 4949 24 146 83 

Table 1. Verified elephant statistic on Sorties 2 and 3. 

Sortie 3 was captured at 2000 ft AGL and was processed by resizing the image by a factor of 0.5. 
Most of the verification, herd detection and registration were done at Lianshulu lodge within 
approximately 90 man-minutes of tagging work. Further processing at the Innoventix office resulted 
in a few more elephants found, for a total of 83 root elephants. Sortie 2, which was conducted at 
4000 ft AGL, was processed at the Innoventix office using the full-scale images and resulted in 14 
root elephants found. A rough calculation shows that only 25% of the park was surveyed, due largely 
to the need to conduct a large part of the survey at half the planned altitude. Based on the area 
surveyed, a first order estimate on the total number of elephants in the park is about 698 elephants. 
 
A comparison between the human spotters and the ESS is difficult due to the different viewing angles 
of the system. The ESS cameras are pointed straight down and only cover a limited swath width. 
Human spotters look out the side of an aircraft and can see very far away from the aircraft.  
 

Sighting 
ID 

Elephants 
spotted 

Within ESS 
range 

Nearby 
detection 

Off-track 
distance 

Half strip 
width 

Elephants 
detected 

A N/A Yes Yes 17 600 1 

B N/A Yes Yes 66 600 1 

15 13 Yes Yes 203 600 12 

21/22/23 50-60 No No 650-1000 300 N/A 

24 6 Yes Yes 210 300 6 

30 26-27 Partially Yes 
280-1100 

300 
36 

31 10 Partially Yes 300 

C N/A Yes Yes 80 300 9 

32 8 Yes Yes 260 300 11 

33 16-20 No No 902 300 N/A 

36 4 No Yes 610 300 
4 

37 2 Yes Yes 100 300 

38 4 No Yes Unknown 300 
9 

39 20 No Yes 637 300 

40 4 No Yes Unknown 300 8 

Table 2. Human spotted elephants compared to whether the ESS generated a nearby detection.  
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Nevertheless, elephants spotted by the humans and whether the ESS was able to detect them is 
shown in . As can be seen, no human spotted elephants were missed when considering the swath 
width of the ESS. Furthermore, as is illustrated in Figure 14, several elephants detected by the ESS 
were missed by the human spotters. Detections A and B were single elephants while Detection C 
was a grouping of nine elephants, which should have been easy to spot by the humans. 
 
These results hint that the probability of detection of an elephant by the ESS is higher than the 
corresponding probability for a pair of human observers. This claim would off course have to be 
checked again using experienced spotters in a more strictly controlled configuration and for different 
background types. 
 

 

Figure 14. Map representation of the comparison exercise. The green line indicates the route flown 
by the BushCat, while the red line indicates the route of the Cessna. Numbered white flags are 
human spotted elephants, while the yellow markers are the ESS elephant detections. Note that 
flags 21,22, 23 and 33 are too far off the path flown by the BushCat to have been seen by the ESS, 
while markers A, B and C have no corresponding human sightings.  
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6 Conclusion 
Although a large amount of processing remains to be done on the data collected during the Mudumu 
survey, the preliminary results presented in this report indicate that the ESS can detect elephants at 
at least the same level as that of human spotters. Several errors were encountered during the 
execution of the sorties and will need to be investigated in detail. However, none of these errors 
resulted in the loss of a complete sortie and all the errors could be addressed by changing a 
configuration within the system. From the results of the comparison exercise and the capability and 
robustness of the system it can be stated that the ESS constitutes a minimal viable product. 
 
The following opportunities and issues were observed during the survey and should be addressed: 

• A detailed instruction manual of the rig assembly process should be compiled to ensure 
correct assembly. 

• Low lying clouds were a far greater hindrance to the survey than either rain or canopy cover. 

• The DetWeb interface can be extended to allow for easier inspection of images at specific 
locations or times. This can currently be achieved using SQL queries, however a proper 
interface would allow for easier and more impressive display and usage of collected images 
by interested parties. 

• The processing of Sortie 5, where the pilot varied his altitude to avoid clouds, requires the 
automated scaling of images before processing based on the AGL at which the images where 
captured. This will require some development time; however, such capability could be very 
useful for future surveys. 

• Further experimentation with different network architectures is now possible thanks to the 
migration to TensorFlow and can perhaps lead to some very interesting results. 
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